
Pooka’s Page for Grownups 

The Celtic Goddess Bridget (Brigit, Bride) is honored at Imbolc.  One of 

her important aspects is as the Goddess of Inspiration for poets, artists 

and storytellers.  Her muse has certainly moved our Pooka Pages Team 

because a number of them came up with their own stories for Imbolc.  

They’ve also contributed extra coloring pages. 

So have the kids get out their crayons and invoke their own creative 

muse, because there are lots of fun pictures for them to color while 

listening to a wide variety of wonderful stories! 

And speaking of stories: Here’s an exciting Announcement from Kyrja, author of the wonderful 

“Rupert” books for pagan kids:  “We will be launching our own show for Pagan children through The 

Illuminati Network (TIN) near the end of January.  It’s a very exciting time for us, and we are 

very much looking forward to sharing the “Friends of Rupert” television show with you very soon.  

Several Friends of Rupert from a variety of locations will be adding to our program by providing 

segments which will both entertain and educate.  I look forward to sharing more details – and show 

times – soon!”   

(Note:  Pooka and I will be on Kyrja’s show, reading one of Pooka’s stories to her young viewers. So 

be sure to check out the TIN network station.) 

Fiona, our wonderful friend from Scotland, has shared with us another letter for your children about a 

special Imbolc ritual in her area.  For you grownups, she thought you might be interested in these 

related youtube links:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wrnhXJzLuG8                                                

http://www.burghead.com/                                             

http://www.undiscoveredscotland.co.uk/burghead/burghead/index.html 

Fiona, by the way, has recently published a book on Pathworking through Poetry.  Pathworking 

is a rather advanced technique in witchcraft, used for insights and communication with the Gods & 

Archetypes. One can use the tarot, ancient myths or, as Fiona illustrates so wonderfully, old Celtic 

Poetry.  I’m half way through her book and, at this point, I recommend it strongly for any adult who 

is well-versed (no pun intended) in the basics of witchcraft and is ready to progress further.  

Pathworking through Poetry is available on Amazon.com, both in the U.K. and here in the U.S. 

And, for the latest news, inside gossip 

and updates, or to leave us a message, 

visit and “Like” us on Facebook at 

facebook.com/PookaPagesTeam. 

A Magical Imbolc to 

Everyone! 

Blessed Be!   

 



 

ImbolcImbolcImbolcImbolc    
February 2ndFebruary 2ndFebruary 2ndFebruary 2nd    

Other Names:  Candlemas, Imbolg, Feast of Torches, Oimelc,  Brigid’s Day, Lupercalia,  

GroundhogDay, Feast of Waxing Light 

Imbolc means “in the belly”.  Even though it is still winter, Spring is coming soon and, all 

over the world, new life is already growing in the bellies of mother animals.  Deep within 

the belly of Mother Nature, below the snow and frozen earth, new life is stirring there 

also. 
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A Different Type of Cleaning 

 

 

Pooka stretched his little black body awake and glared out of the bedroom window.  It was snowing 

again!  Or was it snowing still? It had been either raining or snowing so much lately that the cat had 

lost track. 

He pawed his witch awake and she batted him away grumbling, “Go back to sleep, Pooks!  It’s still 

dark out.” 

Pooka planted all four paws on her chest and shoved his cold little nose in her face.   

“its morning,” he informed her sternly, “and time for breakfast.  It’s still dark because the clouds and 

snow are hiding the baby sun…Again!” And now the cat turned his glare on Elsie as though she was 

personally responsible for the weather - which, in fact, a part of him felt that she was.  She was a 

witch, wasn’t she?  And hadn’t she done a Yule Ritual welcoming the newborn Sun? 

Elsie yawned and resisted the urge to nestle further down under the warm pile of quilts.  “Okay, 

okay… I’m up,” she grumbled.   

The girl rose and shrugged into her dress and apron.  “It’s not my fault it’s snowing” she told him. 

“After all, this is the month of the Wolf Moon and just as it’s always darkest  and coldest before the 

dawn, the month before the Dawn of the Year, when the Growing Time comes is darkest  and coldest 

as well.” 

“What EVER!” sniffed Pooka.  He stomped out of the room, his tail high like an exclamation mark.  He 

was in no mood for a lecture right now! 

Elsie stuck her tongue out at her familiar’s retreating backside.  The little cat could be so 

unreasonable at times! 

The atmosphere was not improved when a squabble broke out later between Pooka and Elsie’s crow, 

Edgar.  While Elsie was busy breaking up the fight, their oatmeal got burnt on the bottom .  Even 

though Elsie carefully dished their portions from the top, Pooka swore he could still taste the burnt 

part.  He scraped his paw around the bowl, pretending to bury it.  Edgar  refused to touch his at all.  

Instead, he flew back to his perch and sat with his wings hunched up around his neck. 

The little witch’s shoulders slumped and, again, told herself that it wasn’t her fault. But she was 

feeling decidedly gloomy and out of sorts. 

After breakfast, there was a hard knock on the door.  Elsie opened it and their friend, Nathan, came 

in shaking the snow from his coat and stomping the ice from his boots. 



“Hey, who wants to go sledding?” he grinned. 

But Elsie felt tired and decidedly out of sorts.  All she wanted to do was curl up by the fire and read a 

book.  “Thanks, anyway,” she said, “Maybe tomorrow.” 

Nathan turned to Pooka.  “How ‘bout a ride?” he asked cheerfully. 

“Talk to the tail!” huffed the cat and turned his back on the boy. “I have to catch those shadow 

bugs!” He dashed across the rug and pounced on an invisible foe in the corner of the parlor. 

Nathan’s eyebrows rose in surprise.  Then he spotted Elsie’s crow crouched on his perch.  “Why is 

Edgar still inside?” 

Elsie shrugged.  “I don’t know,” she said.  “He hasn’t felt like going out lately. I wish he would 

though.  I’m getting tired of cleaning up under his perch!” 

The boy plopped down in the chair and rolled his eyes.  “Wow!  What a bunch of old Grumps!” 

Elsie raised her face to Nathan, realization dawning there.  “We are a bunch of grumps!” she said.  

“And what shadow bugs, Pooka?” 

The cat was even grouchier than ever since one that had just slipped past his paws.  “The ones that 

have been darting around the house the past few days,” he told her.  “I’ve tried but I can’t seem to 

catch them.    Neither can Edgar.” 

“Oh dear,” murmured Elsie with a finger to her lips. 

“What?” asked Nathan. 

“We’ve all been really grouchy the past week and if Pooka’s chasing dark shadow bugs around the 

house ... We need to do a Cleaning!” 

“You mean Spring Cleaning?” asked Pooka suspiciously. The little cat prepared to make himself 

scarce! 

“Not exactly,” said Elsie. “This is a different type of cleaning.  Imbolc is a time of internal or “inside” 

purification. Look at it this way: We’ve been indoors all winter and now the atmosphere in the 

cottage has grown stagnant and stuck. That’s why we all feel so grumpy. And those Shadow Bugs 

you’ve been seeing?  Those are little dark entities that have been attracted by the negative energy. 

The cottage needs a good psychic cleansing!“ 

“How do we do that?” asked Nathan. 

“I’ll need your help,” Elsie said.  “Would you go see if your grandmother has any camphor oil? I’m all 

out and she probably has some for her arthritis.” 

“Sure,” nodded Nathan. “Anything else?” 

Elsie thought, then shook her head.  “I think I’ve got everything else. But take a bath before you 

come back and try to wear something white.” 

Nathan sniffed at his armpit.  “Why?  Do I stink?” 



Elsie laughed.  “You’re fine!  But, before a purification ritual, you want to prepare by taking a special 

bath.  Carve a pentacle in your bar of soap and, as you wash, imagine your Spirit being cleaned 

along with your skin and hair.” 

Nathan groaned. “I already had one bath today!” Then seeing look in Elsie’s eye, he nodded.  “Okay, 

I shall return, not only clean, but purified!” Elsie patted her friend as he left and then went upstairs 

for her own purification bath.   

Pooka perched on the edge of the tub and with huge eyes he watched it fill with water and little 

moons from the potion she’d added. 

“I am NOT getting in that!” he announced. 

Elsie laughed.  “No, Pooks, you don’t have to.  This is just for humans.” 

The cat breathed a sigh of relief but, in the spirit of the ritual, he liberally applied his tongue until his 

black fur was silky and gleaming.   

Edgar sat on a corner of the sink and preened his feathers with his beak.  Every so often, he’d give a 

loud “Caw!” just so Elsie and Pooka would look up and see what a good job he was doing! 

 



Nathan returned a short while later.  “Here’s the camphor,” he told the witch as he handed 

her a small brown bottle.  “I found a white shirt, but that was the best I could do.” 

“It’s good enough!” Elsie smiled.  She lit some incense in a dish and handed it to Nathan 

along with a solid brass bell. Then grabbing her broom, she headed toward the attic.  “Follow 

me,” she called over her shoulder. 

Once there, she instructed Nathan to wave the incense around the room in a counter-

clockwise motion and to slowly, continuously, ring the bell. Meanwhile, she began sweeping 

in the same direction.  As she did, she chanted: 

“Besom sweep and besom clean;  

above, below and in between; 

Before my broom the nasties run, 

The cleansing magic has begun. 

Besom broom and willow stick, 

Chase out nasties, quick, quick, quick!” 

From the attic, they proceeded through each room upstairs in the same 

manner.  Pooka and Edgar joined in, each lending their own magical 

concentration while trying not to get stepped on. 

Downstairs, they repeated the process in the kitchen, the herb room, the 

parlor and cellar.  Elsie even opened each closet in the cottage and repeated 

her chant while Nathan waved the incense and rang the bell inside.   

When they reached the front door, Elsie opened it and continued her 

chanting and sweeping onto the front porch, ending with a mighty: 

 “This is my will as said by me,  

And as I will, so mote it be!” 

Nathan waved his plume of incense  over the porch and rang the bell 

loudly 3 times. 

As they re-entered, Pooka peeked cautiously around the cottage.  No more shadow bugs!  They were 

gone. “It worked!” he cried. 

But Elsie wasn’t through. “Now we have to seal the area that we’ve cleansed,” the little witch told 

them. 

She followed the same route through the rooms as before.  She and Nathan faced every outer wall in 

the cottage, arms raised and palms almost touching the wall, charging it with magical energy.  And, 

with fingers dipped in camphor oil, they drew a small pentacle of protection on every window, mirror 

and picture they came across. 

Nathan nodded and looked around once they’d finished.  “This feels a lot better!” he said. 

To Pooka it seemed as though every wall in the cottage was now faintly glowing.  He liked it! 



“We aren’t done yet,” Elsie told them.  “Whenever you make bad energy go away, you have to fill the 

space then with good energy!” 

“How do we do that?” asked Pooka. 

“There are lots of ways,” smiled Elsie. “One is by singing.” 

Nathan and Pooka exchanged looks of alarm.  It was a well known secret (meaning that everyone 

knew except Elsie) that the little witch couldn’t carry a tune if you handed it to her in a bucket.   

“I brought my drum!”  said Nathan quickly.  “How about if we do some drumming instead?”  

“And Edgar and I can dance,” added Pooka. 

“Yes!” agreed Elsie.  “Drumming, dancing, singing… they all make Good Energy!” 

Pooka gently put his paw on her shoulder and said, “Elsie, I hate to break it to you but…” 

The little witch narrowed her eyes at him.  “The Goddess loves my singing!  However,” she added 

with a giant mock sigh, “I’ll spare you mortals and go get my drum.” 

Nathan and Pooka looked at each other in astonishment.  She did know!  At the same time, they 

both cried, “Thank you, Elsie!”  Even Edgar flapped his wings and cawed his approval. 

The girl threw her head back and laughed, then went upstairs to get her drum.   

Yes, the atmosphere in the cottage was, indeed, much happier! 

 

 

Camphor is a wonderful oil that comes from a tree in Asia. 

Rubbed on joints, it relieves arthritis.  When Elsie was very 

little and had a cold, Granny Witch would massage it into 

her chest and back to help her breathe better and to 

relieve her cough. Granny would even rub it into the 

bottoms of Elsie’s feet, and then she’d have her pull on 

warm woolen socks.  In the morning, Elsie’s fever would be 

gone, her nose was clear and her cough a lot better! 

Camphor is magically purifying.  (An even more powerful 

house purifying ritual than Elsie did involves burning a cube 

of camphor throughout the house.  This ritual, however, 

needs a grownup involved who knows a lot about these 

things.) But, meanwhile, Elsie’s Broom, Incense and Candle 

Spell works very well. 

 

 



Lotions & PotionsLotions & PotionsLotions & PotionsLotions & Potions    
By Sally & Connall Echternach 

 

Lavender Honey Body washLavender Honey Body washLavender Honey Body washLavender Honey Body wash    

¼ cup Almond oil 

1/8 cup honey 

½ cup liquid castille soap 

5 drops of lavender essential oil 

Combine all ingredients together in a small bowl and whisk until the 

honey is completely incorporated.  Pour into an airtight container. This will keep for 3 months in a 

cool dark area or just keep it in your fridge. 

Imbolc Imbolc Imbolc Imbolc WWWWhipped hipped hipped hipped BBBBody ody ody ody BBBButterutterutterutter    

1 cup of Shea butter or Cocoa butter ( hint- the Cocoa butter, although great for Ostara, will leave 

your lotion smelling like chocolate and that will overpower your gardenia scent. If you use Shea 

butter, your essential oil scents will be more prominent.) 

1/2 cup coconut oil 

1/2 cup of Almond Oil (Jojoba or a mild olive would work great too) 

Gardenia essential oil (or whatever special scent that makes you think of Imbolc) 

Using a double boiler gently melt Shea butter and coconut oil until completely liquid. 

Stir in Almond oil. 

Add 5-7 drops of your essential oil and mix completely 

Allow to chill in the refrigerator until the oil mixture begins to firm, but has not turned completely 

solid. This may take longer than you expect – I check every 1 1\2 hrs. 

Using a standing mixer or hand mixer, whip the semi-solid mixture until white peaks form. 

Scoop into glass jars and allow to chill for an hour in the fridge. 

Your lotion will remain whipped in moderate temperatures. If you live in an exceptionally warm 

climate, feel free to store it in the fridge. If your lotion does happen to melt, just re-chill it, and whip 

it again. 

 



 



 

Spring may be just around the corner but, back in the old days, food choices at this time of year 

were pretty limited. Fortunately, this is when milk became available again – and you can make lots of 

delicious things with milk! 

Below, pagan mommy Christine gives her recipe for a creamy custard dessert.  If your kitty is 

anything like Pooka, you’d better make extra!  (Pooks especially likes his custard still warm from the 

oven with a dollop of fresh whipped cream.)  

And next:  Our young teen contributor, Mathew Two-Shoes, shares a fun method for making your 

very own homemade butter. 

 

 

 



Homemade Butter 

by Mathew Two-Shoes 

Nothing is better than real, homemade butter! It's better for you than margarine and it tastes great!!! 

Our ancestors used to churn or paddle butter long ago from fresh milk. But instead of taking days to 

make it (and I really don't have a butter churn), we're going to use just a few simple items: 

 

What you are going to do is pour the heavy whipping cream in the jar till it's about half full. Add the 

salt and then put the lid on top. Make sure it's on right and secure. 

Here's the fun part....START SHAKING!!! Dance around, shake the jar, be silly and have fun! What 

happens is butter starts forming. I shake it for a few minutes. (Elsie says it will take about 10 minutes.) 

 

There will be a milky-water looking liquid along 

with your butter...we need to drain that out.  Open 

your jar, and pour it into the cheese cloth or metal 

strainer. Make sure you keep it over the bowl or 

you'll have a mess. If you want to, shape it into a 

cookie cutter for fancy shapes or into a ball. Put it 

in a bowl and in the fridge. Have some on your 

pancakes next time! Or on toast with some 

homemade jam! YUMMY!!! If you have a lot, it 

can be stored in the freezer for a few months. 

 



 

 

 



 

SSSSlowly Jimmy opened his little eyes and unrolled himself a bit. Great Pan! It was still SOOOOO cold 

out! Why was he awake? Then his tummy growled… Aha! That would wake a hibernating bear, let 

alone a hedgehog.  

So Jimmy unrolled himself totally and scurried outside. There was a thin layer of snow on the ground 

and he shivered as his paws pattered through it. Where to find food in this? He pulled his belly as far 

up as he could, as it too got chilled by the snow, and hurried along. 

Half an hour later poor Jimmy was getting desperate. Oh for the love of PAN! Where could he find 

something, anything to eat? 

 “Awe, poor little critter!” Jimmy jumped and rolled halfway up, until he caught a glance of two 

hooves set firmly in the snow behind him.  He quickly unrolled and lowered his eyes.  

“My lord Pan! I am so sorry to have disturbed you.” The God, smelling tantalisingly like the sun on 

autumn leaves, smiled and crouched down beside him.  

“You did not, dear little one,” He replied. “I could not help but 

hear your plea. This is a harsh time to be awake. I can tell you 

there are a couple of boulders with soft earth around them, just 

down this animal track. Just be careful. It has a certain appeal to 

a few, special, humans.”  

After putting his warm hand on Jimmy, He was gone. 

Jimmy could still feel the warmth of the God’s hand on his spiky 

back as he scurried down the indicated track. Indeed! There were 

the boulders!  

He hurried around to them and tested the soil at the base of the 

nearest. It was soft and damp and great for ferreting for worms. 

Paws working furiously, Jimmy started to dig and dig and within a 

minute he found a juicy worm. Oh wow! That tasted so good. 

Sending a mental “thank you” to the God of the Woods, he dug 

right down again. He found a true treasure trove and contently 

munched away, completely forgetting the God’s warning about the 



humans. It was only when he heard the snow crunching in the way only humans could make it 

crunch, he remembered.  

He started to roll up, when a soft and infinitely loving voice said: “Don’t be scared little hedgehog. I 

mean no harm, I just need to do something.” And to his surprise a hand was softly petting his quills.  

“Would you be so kind as to watch these for a bit?” the woman asked, and put down a bundle of 

pure, white candles next to him.  

Curiously Jimmy sniffed them and found they smelled of springtime. He could smell irises, violets and 

daffodils on them.  

“Do you like the smell, little friend?” The woman was back and squatted next to him. “I am Isobel, 

and I am here, in this holy circle of stones, to celebrate Imbolc.” She gathered up the candles and, 

setting them in a smaller circle, she started to explain: “Imbolc is the day when we Witches and 

Pagans celebrate that the Mother Goddess is slowly waking up and Spring is on it’s way.”  Isobel lit 

the candles and the sweet perfume of spring flowers tickled Jimmy in the nose.  

Isobel explained more and more about this Special Day for her, and somehow Jimmy felt he was very 

interested. So he stayed to watch as Isobel put some stones down in a row. They were pretty and 

sparkly. One was purple and white, the second the palest pink and it somehow seemed to give off a 

feeling of warm love. The third was clear and looked like ice. Isobel smiled as Jimmy curiously 

scurried around her gems and pushed the rose quartz with his nose.  

“Now I need you to be very still dear hedgehog. I am starting my ritual. Afterwards I will have a gift, 

if you are still here.”  

She stood up and began. Jimmy did not understand what she was doing, but some way, somehow he 

felt the Earth waking up and starting to pay attention. The soil beneath his paws seemed to warm 

up, ever so slightly, and the very air seemed to shimmer.  

Isobel seemed to have finished, and she walked back over to Jimmy. She squatted down again and 

held out a shallow bowl. It was filled with a white liquid and it smelled… there was no other word for 

it, Divine! “It’s ok. I know cow milk can be very bad for hedgehogs, but I feel some sheep milk might 

not, as it is rich in fat and, as I got it from a sweet ewe I met on the way, it is pure.”  

Jimmy gingerly lapped up a bit of the milk and he loved it! Isobel laughed and took a sip too. “You 

are the oddest drinking mate, but thank you for helping me.” She petted him again. “I sense you like 

my Rose Quartz. It is yours. As a token of friendship.” She stroked his furry snout, stood up and 

gathered her stuff. Then she glanced at Jimmy over her shoulder, and left the circle.  

It took Jimmy a while and a lot of effort, but he 

got the pink stone Isobel gave him back to his 

den, and now he was curled up beside it and 

basked in it’s warm, loving glow. Somehow 

Spring seemed to have followed him back home 

from the circle, and with his mind buzzing and 

his tummy full with food and sheep milk, he 

dozed off into the rest of his hibernation. 

 



 



 

 



By Evelien Roos

Basil 

Basil has many, many medicinal uses. There are a lot of ways 

to describe these, but I felt a simple list 

way, since my article would otherwise take up most of the 

Pooka Pages, and THAT is never a good thing.

 TREATMENTS USING BASIL 

Fevers: Basil leaves are used for quenching fevers, especially 

those related to malaria and other infectious, eruptive fevers 

common to tropical areas. Boiling leaves with some cardamom 

in about two quarts of water, then mixed with sugar and milk, 

brings down temperature. An extract of basil leaves in fresh 

water should be given every 2 to 3 hours; between doses you 

can give sips of cold water. This method is especially effective 

for reducing fevers in children. 

Coughs: Basil is an important ingredient in cough sy

expectorants. It can also relieve mucus in asthma and 

bronchitis. Chewing on basil leaves can relieve cold and flu 

symptoms. 

Sore Throat: Water boiled with basil leaves can be taken as a tonic or used as a gargle when you 

have a sore throat. 

Respiratory Disorders: Boiling basil leaves with honey and ginger is useful for treating asthma, 

bronchitis, cough, cold, and influenza. Boiling the leaves, cloves, and sea salt in some water will give 

rapid relief of influenza. These combinations should be boi

half the water remains before they are taken.

Kidney Stones: Basil can be used to strengthen your kidneys. In cases of stones in your kidney, the 

juice of basil leaves mixed with honey and taken daily for 6 month

urinary tract. 

Heart Problems: Basil can be used to strengthen those weakened by heart disease. It can also 

reduce your cholesterol. 
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Mouth Infections: Chewing a few leaves twice daily can cure infections and ulcerations of the 

mouth. 

Insect Bites: Rubbing the bites with juice can relieve the itching and swelling. Also a paste of the 

root is effective for treating the bites of insects and leeches. 

Skin Disorders: Basil juice applied directly to the affected area is good for ringworm and other 

common skin ailments.  

Tooth Problems: Dry basil leaves in the sun and grind into powder for a tooth cleansing powder. 

You can also mix with mustard oil to make herbal toothpaste. Both of these methods will counter bad 

breath and can be used to massage the gums, and treat dental health problems. 

Headaches: Basil is a good headache remedy. Boil leaves in half a quart of water, cooking until half 

the liquid remains. Take a couple of teaspoons an hour with water to relieve your pain and swelling. 

You can also make a paste of basil leaves pounded with sandalwood to apply to your forehead to 

relieve headache and provide coolness in general. 

Well, that’s it for this issue. See you in the next Pooka Pages! And remember: Any weed can be a 

healing herb! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Besides being a wonderful healing herb, Basil is often used in cooking and magic too. 

Elsie always adds basil to her spaghetti and, in the summer, one of her favorite  salads is a 

simple combination of chopped tomato and fresh basil leaves combined with mozzarella cheese 

cubes and tossed with a tangerine and olive oil dressing.  (Pooka prefers  to just nibble on the 

leaves!) 

In magic, Basil is associated with both love and prosperity.  A pot of basil on a girl’s balcony 

might indicate she is looking for a boyfriend.   

But, gentlemen – be careful!  The plant may also have been 

simply placed there by the girl’s mama since it also attracts 

money to the home.   

Shopkeepers will sometimes sprinkle dried basil across the 

entrance to their stores before opening for business and it is 

said that if you keep a pinch of it in your wallet, you will never 

be broke. 

Growing this herb is easy.  It likes plenty of sunshine and water and, like most herbs, the more 

you snip the tops to use, the happier and bushier it gets. 

But Basil does NOT like the cold, so pot it up and bring it inside to a sunny windowsill before the 

night time temperatures dip in the autumn.  With a little care, you will then have fresh, delicious 

basil all through the winter as well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

It’s All in the Name 

“…and, at Imbolc, we make our candles for the coming year. The candles represent the growing 

light.”  Elsie continued her lecture: “In the old days, during the 4th century, Christianity was still a 

young religion. Its priests would encourage the pagan villagers to bring their new candles to the 

church to be blessed.  And that’s how the holiday also became known by the pretty name of 

“Candlemas”.  

“Right,” nodded Pooka vaguely as he stared out the window.  

He was actually watching Edgar, Elsie’s crow, out in the garden. The big black bird was pecking 

perilously close to where the tender leaves of his catnip would soon be poking through the earth. 

“Can I go now?” he asked eagerly. 

Elsie sighed and waved her arm.  “Go,” she said.   

Pooka dashed off to warn the bird away from his precious catnip patch. 

But part of Elsie’s Lesson must have been heard in the back of his brain… as was evidenced a 

few days later when the little cat arrived in the kitchen for lunch – and found every surface 

covered with newspapers, candle molds, tin cans of melted wax, bottles of essential oils and jars 

of dried herbs. 

He stopped in the doorway and declared, “Okay, now I understand why they call it a Candle 

Mess!” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Recycle Those Candles! 
Whenever your grownup burns a candle, ask them to save the leftover wax in a clean tin can 

like, perhaps, an old soup can.  

At Imbolc, after you’ve saved your wax up for a year, sort it according to color, and set the cans 

in a pot of simmering water on the stove. You want the water to come about half way up the 

cans. (NEVER put the can directly on the burner!)  

Set the heat to medium low so that the water is barely simmering.  Add about 1 to 2 tsp of 

fragrance oil to each cup of wax and perhaps a sprinkling of herbs.  

Wrap your wick around a pencil and balance it across the top of whatever you’re going to be 

using for your candle (glass jar, wine glass, tea cup, etc..). Leave enough of the wick hanging 

down to touch the bottom of the container.  

Pour in about 1/2 inch of melted wax and let it cool and harden to anchor the wick. (You might 

want to have a grownup use tongs for the pouring part.)  Then pour in the rest of the melted 

wax. When it's hardened, there will be a little dip or hole in the top. Fill this in with some more 

melted wax, When it hardens, snip the wick and you're done! 

Elsie’s Tips:  Lengths of wick can be purchased at almost any craft store and is not expensive.   

 

If your leftover wax bits are pale in color, you can 

add old crayons to the pot to get the color you 

want.  Be sure to keep in mind what your candle 

will be used for when making it. 

If you want a candle to attract money, add 

frankincense oil and a bit of dried basil to the wax. 

If you want a loving atmosphere, add rose oil and 

rose petals. 

If you want to brighten the vibrations in your home 

after a long winter, add lavender. 

For protection (say, from nightmares or bullies), 

use bay leaves. 

And, of course, for a candle spell to keep your kitty 

from straying… just add a bit of catnip! 

 

 



A Letter from Scotland 

Dear Little Witches, 

I hope you all had a lovely time at Yule and enjoyed celebrating 

the Winter Solstice with your families.  It’s nearly the end of 

winter and Imbolg is almost here. Will you be celebrating this 

festival too?  Imbolg is celebrated here in a lot of different ways 

but instead of telling you about these, I thought you might like 

to know a little bit about some strange things and about a 

special fire celebration that we have in  the North- East of 

Scotland, in the little fishing village of Burghead. 

Burghead is surrounded by the sea on three sides and it is built 

on the site of an ancient Pictish settlement. (The Picts were the 

people who lived in Scotland before the Scots arrived.) The sign 

for the town is the Pictish boar and many wonderful Pictish 

carvings have been found in the area, including in some of the 

stones used to build the harbour walls. Burghead also has a very 

special, very mysterious well that is really old and a bit spooky. It is a very interesting place to visit. 

One of the interesting things you could see is an ancient tradition called The Burning of the Clavie. 

This takes place on the 11th January and it is a ceremony to welcome in the New Year.  

Now I can see the puzzled look on your face! New Year is the 1st of 

January, isn’t it? Well, it is nowadays, but it wasn’t always. A few 

hundred years ago, the four separate countries that make up the 

United Kingdom agreed to change the way they all counted time. It 

meant using a new calendar and to make the swap work, they had 

to lose 11 days. So, in 1752 people went to bed on the 2nd of 

September and woke up on the 14th September. It wasn’t that they 

all had a really long sleep; it was just the change of calendar – but 

a bit of a rotten luck if your birthday happened to fall in one of the 

lost 11 days. This is something you could impress your teachers 

with: there is absolutely no Scottish, Irish, Welsh or English history 

between September 3rd and September 13th 1752. They’ll think you 

are really, really smart when you explain why! 

Anyway, a lot of our old traditions and celebrations still use the old 

counting. You can change a calendar but you can’t change Mother 

Nature. Just because the calendar says it is time for the first stirrings of spring, nature isn’t 

necessarily going to listen. Burghead is much further north than Moscow and spring takes its own 

time getting here. A lot of the grown witches in Scotland use the old calendar too – it makes sense to 

wait another 11 days to match our festivals to what nature tells us she’s doing.  

 The Clavie ceremony is a fire tradition that burns out the bad from the old year and brings good luck 

in the new. Its origins are lost in time but the men who carry it out always come from the same 

families. One of them is elected as the Clavie King and it is his job to oversee the whole thing.  



The Clavie is a barrel that is cut in a special way and then joined to a long pole, called a fisherman’s 

stake. Some spokes are added – someone will be wearing this barrel on their head and shoulders on 

Clavie Night. There is a special nail used to join things and it is the same nail that is used every year. 

It is rescued from the ashes of the fire. The Clavie King bangs the nail into place with a flat rock. No 

hammer can be used for this part when making it. All of this is to make the luck of the Clavie. 

The Clavie is filled with wood and tar. When the ceremony begins, the Clavie King fetches a burning 

peat.  He adds it to the barrel and blows on it. A fire bursts out in the barrel and the public part of 

the ceremony begins! The burning Clavie is hoisted onto the head and shoulders of the man chosen 

to carry it and they parade through Burghead’s main streets, with a huge crowd following them. The 

Clavie Men stop at certain houses and 

at the pubs, where the doors have been 

left open for them. They pass a burning 

ember through the open door to bring 

good luck to the house for the coming 

year. The people in the house keep the 

burnt bit of wood in the house all year. 

It is very lucky to have a piece of the 

Clavie. 

Once the houses and pubs have been 

visited, the Clavie Men take the burning 

Clavie to the top of a hill, where it is set 

down on a stone altar. More tar and 

wood is added and the fire becomes 

really big and fierce.  Crowds of people gather to watch this and to see how big a fire the Clavie 

makes. When the fire is really, really fierce, the Clavie is broken and all the tar and wood flows down 

the hill – it is as if there  are rivers of fire running to the sea. The whole hill is on fire and it is an 

amazing sight to see. People scramble to grab a piece of burning ember from the Clavie fire, so they 

too can keep the luck of the Clavie in their house for the coming year. 

It truly is an amazing thing to see, I bet you’d like it a lot. There are lots of videos on Youtube: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D4l3DrFYRnE 

http://vimeo.com/18847640 

I hope you enjoyed reading about the Clavie. I’d love to hear what you think of The Burning of the 

Clavie to welcome in the New Year!  

Till next time, 

Fiona Tinker 



 

 

 



WitchCrafts 

 

Light and Dark 

--- Rayne Storm  

 

This game is based on the Native America (Iroquois) Dish Game.   It’s a 

Great Cultural game for children - that also teaches probability too!   

(I love multitasking!) 

You’ll Need: 

-- Game Pieces (8)   1 ½ ” wooden craft circles   

-- Black (Dark) and White (Light) paint and paintbrushes (or choose your own colors to represent 

Light and Dark) 

-- The Shaker Container (1)   Empty and cleaned Container (like a Sunflower Kernel Container or 

Similar)  

-- Tallies (1) Box of Popsicle Sticks, Beans or Pennies – roughly 50 per person  

-- A zip-bag or other container to store Tallies in 

-- the Game Mat (1)   an 18” x 18” piece of cloth or use a placemat  

-- The Game Storage Box  A small shoebox or similar to keep game the game pieces and 

instructions in. 

--  Paints, Crayons and other things to decorate your game box   

 

Directions: 

For each of the wooden circles, paint one side white (Light) and the other side black (Dark).         

Pieces may need a couple of layers of paint and will need to dry completely.  

 Wash and dry your shaker container.  While everything is drying – decorate your game storage box. 

 

 



 

 

LIGHT and DARK 

GAME DIRECTIONS 

NUMBER of PLAYERS:  Any Number of players 

can play this game, as long as each player has 

roughly 50 “pieces” to use to tally their score. 

GAME PIECES:     8 Game Pieces; one side is 

LIGHT (L) and the other side is DARK (D) 

--- 50 Tally pieces per person playing (popsicle sticks, beans, pennies, ect.)  

--- 1 Game Cloth, 1 Shaker Container, 1 Tally container (or storage bag) 

GOAL: For 1 player / a solitary game – the goal is to see how fast you can get to a pre-determined 

number of points.  For 2+ players – the goal of the game is to see who can get to the pre-

determined number of points before anyone else.   

FIRST THINGS FIRST:  You need to pick a pre-determined number of POINTS:   

21     -     30     -    48       This is a number that everyone playing must agree to play for. 

NEXT:   Each player must pick a side either LIGHT or DARK.   Multiple players can chose the same 

side to toss for. 

TO START:  Determine who will toss their pieces first.  Standard rule says youngest to oldest and/or 

clockwise. When it is a person’s turn to toss, the 8 painted pieces are placed into the shaker 

container.  They gently shake the container and toss them on the Game Mat.  You earn Points 

depending on how the pieces fall onto the cloth.  Based on each of their, the person whose toss it 

was, pre-determined color that shows face up on the cloth – they earn one tally per point.  SEE 

SCORING for combinations and points.   

FOR EXAMPLE:  If the person whose turn it is has chosen DARK (D) and if that person tosses the 

following combination:     D    D    D    D    D    D    L    L     then, that person earns 5 points and 

thus, five Tally pieces. 

EXTRA TURNS:   If you are able to toss the wooden circles and earn 5 or more points/tally pieces – 

meaning that 6, 7 or 8 of you chosen side - landed face up (with one toss) then you get to toss 

again.  

RULES:  Each person gets one toss, unless they have earned and Extra Turn.  After that, they must 

pass the wooden pieces and the shaker container on to the next person.  Game stops when someone 

reaches the pre-determined number of points. 

SCORING -  SEE Next Page FOR POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS AND POINTS: 

 

 



If you have chosen DARK (D) 

    D    D    D    D    D    D    D    D          5  points / 5 tally pieces          EXTRA TURN 

    D    D    D    D    D    D    D    L           5  points / 5 tally pieces          EXTRA TURN 

    D    D    D    D    D    D    L    L            5  points / 5 tally pieces          EXTRA TURN 

    D    D    D    D    D    L     L    L            1  point / 1 tally piece           

    D    D    D    D    L    L     L    L            1  point / 1 tally piece     

    D    D    D     L    L    L     L    L            1  point / 1 tally piece        

    D    D     L     L    L    L     L    L            0  points / 0 tally pieces           

    D     L     L     L    L    L     L    L            0  points / 0 tally pieces             

     L     L     L     L    L    L     L    L            0  points / 0 tally pieces         

 

If you have chosen LIGHT (L) 

     L    L     L     L     L     L     L     L          5  points / 5 tally pieces          EXTRA TURN 

     L    L     L     L     L     L     L     D         5  points / 5 tally pieces          EXTRA TURN 

     L    L     L     L     L     L     D    D         5  points / 5 tally pieces          EXTRA TURN 

     L    L     L     L     L     D    D    D         1  point / 1 tally piece           

     L    L     L     L     D    D    D    D         1  point / 1 tally piece     

     L    L     L     D    D    D    D    D         1  point / 1 tally piece        

     L    L     D    D    D    D    D    D         0  points / 0 tally pieces           

     L    D    D    D    D    D    D    D         0  points / 0 tally pieces             

     D   D    D    D    D    D    D    D         0  points / 0 tally pieces         

ALTERNATE OPTIONS:   

--  Option 1:   You can continue to play after the first person has won to see who will take second and third 

place – reaching the predetermined number of points 

--  Option 2:  The scoring can be changed for younger kids, and used as a way to count out numbers.   For 

each one of the game pieces, of their choice or (L) or (D), that lands face up – they get one point thus, one 

tally piece.   This is a much simpler scoring system.  For example if the person whose toss it was, had chosen 

LIGHT and had tossed this combination: 

L    L     L     L     L     D    D    D 

They would earn 5 points for having 5 LIGHT pieces face up and thus, 5 tally pieces.  Had they had 6, 7, or 8 

LIGHT pieces face up – they would have still earned an extra toss.          

--  Option 3:  For young adults/adults – call out your color choice before tossing.  Changing up your color 

choice BEFORE each toss.    



 

 

 

 

Imbolc PromisesImbolc PromisesImbolc PromisesImbolc Promises    

By Kyrja  (author of the “Rupert” stories for pagan kids) 

Rupert the rabbit saw a sparkle out of the corner of his eye.  

He watched as it grew bigger, and came closer, and then it flew right by!  

It was Winter time and he had a good idea what it might be.  

That little flash of glitter just might be his friend, who was a fairy.  

The last time he’d seen this small, sparkly friend, it was Winter then, too.  

The fairy had told him all about Imbolc and the things people do.  

He had learned a lot of things on that day, a year or so ago,  

Things about people and their celebrations that were good to know.  

Rupert wondered just what his glittery friend was up to today.  

There was just no telling what this playful fairy might do or say!  

“Of course not!” the fairy said, then gently tickled Rupert’s ear, 

Rupert laughed right out loud, knowing he had no reason to fear.  

This wasn’t the first time the fairy had taken him by surprise,  

The last time he showed up, he’d appeared right in front of Rupert’s eyes!  

This fairy was lots of fun and all dressed in shimmering white, 

The silver laced through his wings was shiny and sparkly bright. 

“Do you remember,” he asked, “What I told the last time we met?”  

“How Imbolc reminds us of Spring, but that it isn’t here quite yet?”  

“Sure,” Rupert answered, “and that people celebrate in many ways.”  

“The Wheel  is turning and Imbolc is one of their special days.”  

“Yes, that’s right,” the fairy answered, “And I have a surprise for you.”  

“Someone is coming, right here and right now, so here’s what you should do.”  

“Watch, listen and learn, if you please, using your eyes, your ears, and your heart.”  

“I’ve led him here because he needs some help, and I know you’ll do your part.”  

Then the fairy waved one small hand, leaving sparkles in the air,  

Weaving glittering twinkles and colorful sparks everywhere!  

“There it is again; that strange light!” Rupert heard a strange voice call out.  

He knew it had to be the one the fairy had told him about.  

The next thing he knew, a young man came running into view,  

And he wondered just what it might be that he was up to.  

He watched and listened as the man looked around at the circle of trees, 

At the thick grove of oaks, elms and the cypress with their long, knobby knees.  

 



 

 

 “This is beautiful!” the man cried, with a smile on his face.  

“Oh, this is exactly the most wonderful and perfect place!”  

Rupert had seen this kind of thing happen many times before,  

Even when all alone, people would sing, chant, talk and much more.  

He didn’t know why people were so strange in the things they liked to do,  

But he was glad they did, because then he knew what they were thinking too.  

This man was asking for a blessing; he knew that much right away.  

Calling out to Brighid, he asked for Her help each and every day.  

He talked about things he wanted to write, and about the things he’d dreamed.  

These were big changes for the man, and he was worried, or so it seemed.  

Rupert didn’t understand much about what the man had to say,  

But he could tell the man was speaking from his heart in his own way.  

The fairy chose that moment to appear right out of thin air.  

It happened so quickly, the fairy gave Rupert quite a scare.  

It seemed to Rupert, that was exactly what he’d meant to do,  

And when it happened, he had stepped back a pace, or maybe two.  

The man turned to look and Rupert could tell he was taken by surprise,  

But then the man smiled, and a look of joyful wonder filled his eyes.  

“Oh thank you, Goddess Brighid, for the many blessings You’ve given me!”  

“I’ve got a lot of work to do, but I will do it, just wait and see!”  

The man nodded his head one time, as he looked at Rupert once more,  

Rupert turned to his fairy friend and asked, “What did he do that for?”  

“He made an important promise,” the fairy told him with a smile,  

“Imbolc’s a time of beginnings for things that can take quite a while.” 

The fairy explained as the man turned and slowly walked away.  

“You were a sign of the Goddess Brighid for that man today.”   

“People love nature, it’s in the deepest part of each of their hearts,”  

“The trees and the animals are some of the most important parts.”  

“Since people cannot always see Goddess and God, they love to see you.”  

“You remind them of all the best parts of nature, and of themselves too.”  

“I’m glad I was here,” Rupert said, “so that man would feel like he should.”  

“I’m glad too,” the fairy said with a grin, “feeling happy is good!”  

 

You can find Kyrja’s “Rupert” books on amazon.com or go to: www.scifferbooks.com 

For latest news, fun and contests, visit:  www.friendsofrupert.com 



 

By Kyrja 


